In this paper, we introduce a unified mathematical formulation for the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) and for the Capacitated Location Routing Problem (CLRP), adopting radiality constraints in order to guarantee valid routes and eliminate subtours. This idea is inspired by formulations already employed in electric power distribution networks, which requires a radial topology in its operation. The results show that the proposed formulation greatly improves the convergence of the solver.
Introduction
Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP) is a general class of combinatorial optimization problems in operations research and transportation logistics. Much research has been done on theory, applications and methodologies for solving problems in this class (Dantzing & Ramser, 1959; Magnati et al., 1995; Toth & Vigo, 2002) . VRP problems can be further divided into many other variants of problems, according to characteristics considered in the model and specificities required by the application domain.
In the Capacitated VRP (CVRP), there is an homogeneous fleet of vehicles k = 1,..., K with limited capacity C located in a single depot. There are N clients with demands Di, i = 1,..., N that should be served. The cost of travelling between pairs of clients or between the depot and a client is represented by edges with associated costs. The goal is to find routes serving all clients with minimum cost. It is assumed that each route starts and ends in the depot, each client is visited only once and the capacity of each vehicle should not be violated (Dantzing & Ramser, 1959) . The Capacitated Location-Routing Problem (CLRP) can be defined with a finite set of N clients with demands Di, i = 1,..., N and a finite set of M nodes representing potential depots, each one with an associated opening cost and determined capacity. There is an homogeneous fleet of vehicles k = 1,..., K that should be routed from the depots to the clients. Each pair of nodes i and j has a cost cij. The goal is to determine the location of the depots and the routes from those depots to the clients with minimum cost. The total cost is given by the cost of opening depots and the costs of the routes. The CLRP is more complex because it considers three tasks simultaneously, namely locating, assigning and routing. The CVRP is a particular case of the CLRP, when only one depot is considered (M = 1).
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce new mathematical formulations for vehicle routing problems by using radiality constraints to eliminate subtours (Section 4). We present a structural similarity between valid solutions in optimization problems related to electrical power distribution systems and vehicle routing problems. The majority of electrical power distribution systems operate with radial topology for technical reasons related to coordination and protection. A radial configuration is one in which all nodes of the network are connected without loops, i.e. the configuration is a tree. Therefore optimization problems involving power distribution systems should have specific constraints to guarantee a minimum spanning tree, these are known as radiality constraints. The ideas conveyed here lead to new mathematical formulations for the CVRP and for the CLRP using radiality constraints. The contribution of this paper is to introduce new models to the literature that could be used and discussed by the OR community. The solution model guarantees a spanning tree becomes a subgraph formed only by Hamiltonian paths if each demand node (customer) has a degree less than equal to two. Whose characteristics ensure connected subgraphs, they prevent the appearance of solution proposals with subtours. The proposed model is compared with the model using the MTZ constraints (Miller et al., 1960) discussed in Section 3. The results clearly show that the new formulation greatly improves the convergence of the solver, see Section 5.
Literature review
The CVRP is characterized by a homogeneous fleet of vehicles with limited capacity, which is located at a single depot. There is a set of clients with known demand to be attended. The cost of travelling between nodes, which represent either clients or the single depot, is also known and is part of the input data of the problem. The goal is to find routes that serve all clients at minimum cost and visiting each client only once, respecting the capacity of the vehicles (Dantzing & Ramser, 1959) . Christofides et al. (1981) , consider three methods for the solution of the CVRP: Branch-and-Bound, savings algorithm (Clarke & Wright, 1964) and the 3-opt local search. Jansen (1993) , presents a two-step heuristic, route first, cluster second, based on the grand tour generation as proposed by (Christofides, 1969) . Cornuejols and Harche (1993) , propose a relaxation method for the CVRP by means of the Graphical VRP (GVRP). Augerat et al. (1995) , developed a Branch-and-cut algorithm, employing separation procedures. They also proposed a set of instances to validate the methodology. Ralphs et al. (2003) , developed a parallel Branch, Cut and Price, with new branching rules and separation procedures. The methodology is validated with test instances taken from (Christofides et al., 1981; Augerat et al., 1995) . Gendreau et al. (2008) , present an overview of metaheuristics applied to the CVRP: Simulated annealing, Tabu Search, Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony Optimization, and Neural Networks. Prins (2004) , implements a hybrid GA without route delimiters and employing local search operators. Chen et al. (2006) , propose a hybrid algorithm combining Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing. Toth and Tramontani (2008) , propose a local search algorithm based on the exploration of large scale neighborhoods. Letchford and Salazar-Gonzales (2015) , present a survey of formulations for the CVRP based on variables commodity-flow and introduce new formulations called multi-commodity flow formulations. The proposed relaxations are strong regarding the determination of lower bounds. The authors have designed test instances up to 100 clients to demonstrate the efficiency of the method.
Regarding the CLRP, given its increased complexity, many heuristics have been developed to approach it within reasonable time. Nagy and Salhi (2007) , classify these algorithms as sequential, iterative, hierarchical, or clustering based. Sequential methods initially decide the location of the depots and then define their respective routes. Salhi and Rand (1989) , evaluate the effect of solving the location and routing problems separately. Iterative methods solve both subproblems simultaneously, feedbacking solutions obtained to each subproblem. Hierarchical methods consider the location problem as the main problem and the routing task as a subordinate problem. The location problem is solved with an approximation method, see for instance (Albareda-Sambola et al. 2005) , (Melechovsky et al. 2005) . Barreto et al. (2007) , propose a methodology for the CLRP based on hierarchical clustering integrated in a sequential heuristic. To solve large scale instances (Prins et al., 2007) , Prodhon (2011 ), Duhamel et al. (2010 , Escobar et al. (2014) , have developed many metaheuristics methods. Among these, Granular Tabu Search has been the most effective for instances up to 200 clients. Yu et al. (2009) , proposed a Simulated annealing algorithm that found better gaps than the ones found in (Barreto et al., 2007) and (Prins et al., 2007) . The location and routing problems are solved simultaneously. Hemmelmayr et al. (2012) , developed an Adaptative large neighborhood search (ALNS) for the CLRP. In this technique different neighborhoods are considered and classified according to their performance. The most improving neighborhoods have their probabilities of use increased, thus being selected more often in the search.
The CLRP has been also solved by means of exact methods, including Branch and Price (Berger et al., 2007) , column generation and Branch and Price (Akca et al., 2009 ), Branch and Cut (Belenguer et al. 2011) . In Prodhon and Prins (2014) , the authors present a complete study of LRP, analyzing and classifying different variants of the problem. The LRP has been solved with matheuristics techniques, combining heuristics and exact methods (Contardo et al., 2014) , (Escobar et al., 2013) , (Prins et al., 2007) , (Ting & Chen, 2013) . These methods have been applied to instances with up 200 clients. However, some instances with 100 clients remain still unsolved.
Mathematical model with classical MTZ constraints
Let I be the set of distribution centers (depots) and J be the set of clients, such that the set of all vertices is V = I ∪ J. Let K be the set of vehicles. It is assumed a homogeneous fleet, such that all vehicles have the same capacity (Prins et al., 2007) .
The variables used in the CLRP model are described next. The parameters of the model are: Oi is the cost of opening the depot i ∈ I; Wi is the capacity of the depot i ∈ I; Q is the capacity of the vehicle; Dj is the demand of the customer located in node j ∈ J; cij is the cost of travelling from node i to node j; F is the fixed cost associated with each vehicle utilized in the operation.
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The mathematical model with the classical MTZ constraints is presented next.
, ,
The objective function (1) sums the costs of those depots opened, the costs of the visited arcs in the routes and the fixed costs associated with the use of the vehicles. It represents the simultaneous minimization of the costs of opening depots, the costs of the arcs selected in the definition of the routes and the number of vehicles used in the distribution network. Constraints (2) guarantee that all clients are visited. Constraints (3) and (7) are related to the capacities of the vehicles and depots respectively. Constraints (4) and (5) ensure the continuity of the route such that each route starts and ends at the same depot. Constraints (6) specify that a client can be assigned to a depot only if there is a route for that depot. The elimination of subtours using the classical MTZ constraints are expressed in (8). Constraints (9)- (12) basically allow defining the route (topology and flows).
Constraints (9) and (10) limit the sum of the flows in the arcs emerging from a depot (depending on whether the warehouse is built, according to the respective variable yi. Constraint (11) limits the flow in an arc in terms of the variables x that define the state of the vehicle in that arc. Constraint (12) represents the load balance on a node related to a customer.
Constraints (13) indicate that customer demand must be connected to the depot. Constraints (14) indicate that any arc is active in only one route. Constraints (15) determine an inferior limit to the number of depots used according to the sum of the demand and the capacities of the depots. Constraints (16) guarantee that the number of routes is sufficient to supply the demand.
The model presented by (Prins et al., 2007) was increased with the constraints (9) to (16), in order to place it on equal terms with the model presented in section 4 of this article. This model can be adapted to different variants of the VRP. For instance, in order to have a CVRP, one can specify the set of depots with only one node. Objective function (1) should change accordingly, for the CVRP only considers the costs of the active arcs. 
CLRP model proposed with radial constraints
Optimization problems in power distribution systems involve changing the topology of the network in order to improve its characteristics, such as reducing power losses, balancing loads, and improving voltage profile in the network (Lavorato et al., 2012) . These problems assume the availability of controllable switches (manual or automatic) throughout the network that can be used to change the topology of the distribution system network (Prado et al., 2014) . The majority of electrical power distribution systems operate with radial topology for technical reasons related to coordination and protection. A radial configuration is one in which all nodes of the network are connected without loops, i.e. the configuration is a tree. Fig. 1 illustrates a possible solution to the VRP involving one depot. The dashed line represents the edge between the last client in the route and the depot. For a valid solution to the VRP, if we neglect the return arc, the topology of this solution is a tree, i.e. the topology becomes radial. There is a direct association between depots in VRP and substations in power distribution problems. Each substation has an associated tree connecting the supply to the demand nodes. Similarly, each depot has an associated tree representing the (open) routes connecting clients to the depot. Following this idea, radiality constraints could be in principle used to eliminate subtours in the VRP in much the same way they are used to eliminate loops in valid power distribution networks. Therefore, the main idea and motivation in the paper is to embed the radiality constraints in the model of the VRP.
A discussion on radial constraint formulations, in which the radial configuration is established as a subgraph, can be found in papers related to the optimization of planning and operation of power distribution systems, see for instance (Lavorato et al., 2012) . In this problem, a configuration implies that there is only one way between the substation of power energy supply and the end users, the continuity of service being a priority for the power utility companies. One way to ensure the continuity of service in the network is dealing with the reconfiguration problem, in which the states of normally open or normally closed switches are changed to modify the topology of the network. The necessary condition to represent the radial characteristics in the vehicle routing problem requires that the number of arcs be equal to the number of client nodes minus one, in the case of having only one depot. When there are m depots, the necessary condition becomes the number of arcs should be equal to the number of client nodes minus the number of depots.
The radiality constraint is then guaranteed by constraint (23). This constraint is necessary but not sufficient. This constraint is complemented with other constraints, (18) and (19), the first one imposes that each client node has an arc connecting it to the route and the second one guarantees that for each client node, the number of arcs leaving the node should be equal to the number of arcs entering the node, except for a terminal node.
This model can be adapted to open routing problems, closed routing problems and combinations of these. In the case of open vehicle routing problems, there are nodes which are terminal nodes, that is, the vehicle does not need to return to the depot after attending to this client. The client node identified as terminal is the last delivery of the vehicle in that route. In the case of closed vehicle routing problems, the vehicles should return to its corresponding depot when reaching to the terminal node, which is enforced by constraints (27)-(30), by identifying the arc that connects the node at the end of the route with the depot, as determined by in the mathematical model. Finally, the third case considers a combination of open and closed routes. This is much more complex from the mathematical point of view. The model proposed in this paper covers the second case, the one with closed routes.
In addition to the necessary constraints, there exist the sufficient ones which establish the feasibility of the configurations. In power systems, a disconnected network produces an infeasible solution, due to the interruption of service in the delivery of energy to the non-connected customers. To solve this situation, in the context of power systems, there are constraints to ensure the connectivity; those are the power balance equations imposed on each node of the network.
Similar to the context of power distribution problems, in the vehicle routing problem the connectivity constraints are obtained by means of the load balance in the points of connection. Therefore, constraint (22) guarantees the connectivity of the network through the balance of demands in the client nodes. This constraint not only guarantees the connectivity but also avoids the formation of disconnected regions.
The variables used in the proposed CLRP model are described next. 
 ij a : Binary variable indicating if the vehicle is returning from node j J  to the depot i I   ij t : Real variable with the amount of cargo transported in arc ( , ) i j , , i j V 
The parameters of the model are the same of the previous model. The proposed model is introduced below:
(1 )
Additionally, we have {0,1}, {0,1}, {0,1}, {0,1}, {0,1}, 0
The objective function (17) considers the operational costs, which correspond to the costs of opening depots, costs of opening routes, and costs associated to the edges used in the routes.
All demand nodes j ∈ J should have an arriving arc connecting it to the route (18). Constraints (19) guarantee the number of arcs leaving the node should be equal to the number of arcs arriving at the node.
Constraints (20) guarantee that for a depot i ∈ I there is one arc leaving the depot and one arc returning to it. Constraints (21) avoid duplication of arcs, defines the orientation of an arc, if it is from i to j or vice-versa.
Constraints (22) represent the flow balance of the routes. Constraints (23) identify the active arcs to generate the radial topologies. Constraints (24) guarantee that the demand of a route is connected to a distribution center. Constraints (25) limit the flow in a route according to the capacity of the vehicles.
Constraints (26) limit the flow leaving one depot according to its capacity and the decision to use this node as a distribution center. Constraints (27) define a terminal node for the routes when there is no arc leaving that demand node. If j is a terminal node, then constraints (28) guarantee that there is a return arc. Constraints (29) and (30) identify the active arcs and the starting node of the route in order to activate the return arc to the depot. If the arc between depot i and the node j is active, then node j is connected to the depot i (fij = 1), as expressed in (31). Constraints (32) determine an inferior limit to the number of depots used according to the sum of the demand and the capacities of the depots. Constraints (33) guarantee that the number of routes is sufficient to supply the demand. Constraints (34) establish the maximum number of routes attended by the fleet of vehicles available.
Similarly to the model with MTZ constraints, the one proposed with radial constraints is flexible and can be adapted to other variants of the VRP, including the CVRP.
It is important to emphasize that constraints (22) and (23) guarantee feasible solutions and avoid the appearance of solutions with sub tours, and ensure that all customers are connected through radial topology (a minimum spanning tree). These constraints are complemented by (18) and (19) this indicates that the grade of each demand node must be less than equal or equal to 2. So each feasible solution obtained consists only Hamiltonian paths. The interesting aspect of the radial model for vehicle routing is that all valid configurations connect customers to the depots by means of trees, therefore ensuring the elimination of cycles. This different perspective about the problem is the basis of the radial model proposed in this paper.
Results
The computational experiments were done in a computer Core i7-4770 3.4 GHz, 16 GB of RAM. The mathematical model was solved with CPLEX 12.5 (ILOG, 2008) and written in AMPL (Fourer et al., 2002) . In order to compare the performance of the mathematical models, we adopted the instances of the CVRP available in (Augerat et al., 1995) and the instances of the CLRP available in (Duhamel et al., 2010) . For the CVRP, we consider set P proposed (Augerat et al. 1995) , where the number of customers N is between 15 and 100, and the capacity of vehicle (C) is between 35 and 3000. The data set for the CLRP contains 30 instances. The number of depots is either 5 or 10, the number of customers N is in the set {20, 50,100,200} and the capacity C is in the set {70,150}. Note that, as done in previous studies on CLRP, the weight of the travel distance is set to be 100, which means that the travel distances are multiplied by 100 for all instances in this dataset.
First, we apply the mathematical model with MTZ constraints and the proposed model with radiality constraints to the set of instances of the CVRP. The results are presented in Table 1 . In this table, the GAP is reported in two ways:
 the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound in CPLEX x 100%
 the difference between the best known solution and the best solution in CPLEX = x100% In the instances considered, it is possible to observe that the radial model is able to obtain the BKS in all cases, except for instances P-n65-k10 and P-n76-k5, with a gap of 0.75 and 0.32% respectively. The MTZ model is able to achieve the BKS only for two small instances with 19 and 21 clients. In the other instances, the difference with respect to the BKS is from 0.33% to 42.12%. In all instances, the same time limit is considered. With respect to the difference between upper and lower bounds, the radial model achieves GAP between 0.00% and 5.08%. The MTZ model achieves GAP between 4.63% and 31.09%.
In the CLRP, we considered instances from 20 to 100 clients and 5 depots. The radial model is able to obtain the BKS in the majority of instances, except instance 100-5-1a, presenting a GAP of 3.44%. The MTZ model does not achieve the BKS in any of the instances, presenting GAP between 0.44% and 50.45%. In instance 100-5-1a, it does not even achieve any gap. Regarding the difference between the upper and lower bounds, the radial model achieves GAP ranging between 0.00% and 7.10%, while the MTZ model achieves GAP ranging between 5.32% and 45.20% and no gap is achieved for some instances.
The computational time limit was the same for all instances of the CVRP and the CLRP. One can notice that the number of branches analyzed when using the radial model is much higher, showing that the radial model allows a better exploration of the search tree than the MTZ model.
Conclusion
In this paper, new formulations for the CVRP and the CLRP were presented in order to minimize operational costs and investment costs. The main motivation was to develop new formulations able to achieve the optimal solutions faster. The new formulations were based on the radiality constraints already used in MILP formulations of power distributions network problems, in which the operation assumes a radial topology for the network. These radiality constraints are used to guarantee the radial topology (a minimum spanning tree) and eliminate loops in the network, and ensure every feasible solution consists only Hamiltonian paths. By identifying the similarity between this topology and valid solutions for VRP, we introduce a new formulation for the CVRP and the CLRP.
The computational experiments revealed that the formulation with radiality constraints presented best performance for all the instances. When the problem size grows, the performance of radiality constraints improves compared with the model with MTZ. It was noticed that the radiality constraints formulation was able to achieve the optimum in more instances and in those cases when no convergence to the optimum was achieved, at least better gaps were produced in most cases. Optimality has been achieved in many instances of the CVRP and the CLRP. It was also observed that the radial model presents a better capacity of exploration of the search tree, considering the same computing times.
In future work, we intend to apply these formulations to other variants of VRP problems in the literature, such as the Multi-depot VRP, Open VRP, CLORP and Multi-Depot Open VRP, given the radial nature of these problems. Additionally, we intend to employ the faster models as local search procedures within metaheuristics for the large scale instances in a hybrid scheme.
